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Tadas Talaikis
Objective
Business oriented perfectionist with 10 years of trading experience, web development and
automation is interested in challenging FinTech opportunity to help increase efficiency.

Experience
2014/2016- Quantrade Ltd./ Quantrade Corp. London, UK/ Offshore
CEO & Founder
•

•
•
•
•

•

Developed fully automated content sentiment summarization platform (QProb) and
deployed 7 websites as a concept test. Achieved 12,000+ unique visitors a month
(80% from U.S.) through natural search and social channels without any manual
marketing. Unlimited websites and mobile apps can be built on this platform in
theory.
Developed several APIs for QProb in Python and after live test changed them to
Golang.
Deployed mobile apps on above mentioned proof of concept platform.
Developed quantitative trading signals platform and API enabling retail traders to
receive free professional quantitative trading signals.
Solved various big data challenges as quantitative signals project required fast data
processing and results delivery when working with more than 200,000 files and
several Linux and Windows servers seamlessly.
Developed dozens of profitable trading strategies.

2004/07-2014/07 Nakagava Ltd. Vilnius/ Offshore
IT Manager, Founder
•

•
•
•
•

•

Developed from scratch several fully automated content based web projects
(websites and web networks, in total of over 1000 domains) and sold with 1000s% of
profit that helped get out of poverty and buy a house in capital.
Was selling advertising and directly communicated with customers.
Managed several Linux servers and was doing some programming.
Above tasks required creation of the SEO solutions.
Managed taxes through own offshore solutions.
Left to focus more on FinTech.Interests

Reading books on business, science, technology, history and psychology (more actually, 400 in
last year). Some writing (mostly past after interests in tech). Trading and coding.

Strengths & co.
GALLUP Strengths Finder 2.0:
1. Ideation.
2. Deliberative.
3. Command.
4. Activator.
5. Individualization.
Multidisciplinary, and as a consequence - foresees bigger picture, creates new ideas from
existing ones by fusing them (=ideation). A lot of them are often too ahead of time. Perfectionist
and maximalist, expects same, we live just once. Takes into account a lot of data before making
a decision (deliberative). When work needs to be done, applies no democracy.
Business oriented, strategic thinking, creative thinking, problem solving, leadership skills, zero
based budgeting, persistence, whatever it takes.

Weaknesses
Independent, loves to deploy things live without testing, but eventually everything gets better.
Due to multidisciplinary, some specifics may suffer, thinks in abstract ideas rather than exact.
Often talks too much. Doesn’t really believe in authority, was damaged by years of freedom.
Believss that workers who work for money are useless. Flammability.

Portfolio & co.



Own website: https://talaikis.com
GitHUB: https://github.com/xenu256

Languages
Lithuania, Russian, English (everyday usage), some French, understands Polish.
Writing better than talking in any language.

Tech skills
Linux, Windows, Python 2/3 (web and scientific computing), Django, Golang, Nginx, Apache,
MySQL, Postgres, MongoDB, Node.js, Ionic, HTMO, CSS, Javascript, git, memcached, Redis,
learns Chef.

